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Jim Valentine went to college on
the GI Bill (a WWII veterans
privilege) and has been there ever
since; at present he is Professor of
Integrative Biology, Emeritus, at
UC Berkeley. His early research
was on what is now called
macroecology, working with fossil
marine faunas, leading to a book,
Evolutionary Paleoecology of the
Marine Biosphere. Those studies
continue today, chiefly with
colleagues Dave Jablonski and
Kaustuv Roy. More recently he
became fascinated with the power
of findings in molecular
developmental biology to explain,
or at least to provide a general
understanding of, the sorts of
morphological patterns found in
the fossil record; his latest book,
On the Origin of Phyla, examines
the events surrounding the
Cambrian explosion and their
implications for interpreting
developmental evolution. His chief
avocation is collecting as many
editions of the works of Charles
Darwin as he can afford.
What turned you on to biology?
That is an on-going process. I’m a
paleontologist, trained, as usual in
my generation, in a geology
department (UCLA), and employed
in geology departments until
coming to Berkeley in 1990. Earth
scientists use paleontology to help
with geological problems, but as I
began to learn about fossils I
became more interested in using
geology to help with problems in
paleobiology. But I’d had only a
couple of biology courses, and
none in ecology or evolution, my
chief interests. I believe, at least for
me, that that was actually a good
thing, as it forced me to imagine
larger conceptual frameworks on
which to hang the ideas absorbed
from my reading that could be
used to help guide my research.
This process was easiest for
paleoecology, for there were
wonderful theoretical notions such
as those expounded by Evelyn
Hutchinson, Robert MacArthur, E.
O. Wilson and Robert May, that
could be modified to interpret
patterns of fossil diversities,
distributions and associations in a
reasonably logical manner.
Evolution is tougher. Although I
tried hard to understand, and
learned a great deal from
colleagues at UC Davis such as
Francisco Ayala and Theodosius
Dobzhansky, the processes of
evolutionary genetics at the
population level never seemed able
to account for important events
recorded by fossils, such as the
radiative pattern and relative
rapidity of major morphological
changes that accompanied many
taxonomic innovations. Finally,
with the rise of molecular biology
and then of ‘evo-devo’, the light
has slowly dawned: selection on
developmental regulatory systems
within the metazoan genome was
likely to be sufficient to account for
the fossil patterns. And today,
discussions with colleagues such
as Mike Levine and Nipam Patel
here at UC Berkeley inspire a
program of studies in biology that
continues apace and that only
turns me on more.
Do you have a scientific hero?
That would be George Gaylord
Simpson (not counting Charles
Darwin, everybody’s hero). Of the
major works of the modern
synthesis, his were the more
accessible to me, and described
the larger features of the fossil
record so clearly, chiefly from
terrestrial examples, that when I
later worked up the marine record
of Phanerozoic diversity, most of
the concepts he developed and
expounded applied very well
indeed. Simpson, however,
explained breakthroughs into new
adaptive regions by the
microevolutionary genetics of his
time, a bit of a stretch, but then
molecular evo-devo lay far in the
future. On a personal note,
although I knew Simpson only
casually, he was always very kind
and was encouraging of my work,
which pleased me exceedingly.
If you knew early on what you
know now, would you still
pursue the same career path?
Yes I believe so, because much of
my research path has been
determined by what I’m not so
good at and what I can actually do.
For example, as much as I admire
the findings of molecular
biologists, and might dream of
being one if I could start over, I
could never be very competent at a
molecular lab bench. But I can
search for and collect fossils
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appropriately in a geologic context,
or work with invertebrates in
marine settings. So I’ve followed a
sort of fitness pathway that has led
to the kind of observation-based
data collection and database
evaluation that’s been at the heart
of my research.
What do you think are the big
questions to be answered next
in your field? Major events
recorded by fossils commonly
represent unique causes that
produce their responses within a
framework of more general
ecological and evolutionary
processes. The same thing is true
for macroecological patterns
among the living fauna. The trick is
to separate the singularities from
the general, and to this end the
fossil data can inform biological
theory and not just apply it: if
biological hypotheses will not work
for appropriate fossil patterns, they
are not general, and different ones
must be entertained. Here is where
the Earth Sciences become so
important, in discovering and
elucidating features in the physical
environment that accompanied
paleobiological events. I wouldn’t
care to bet on which events will be
clarified first. 
Any issues in scientific funding
you feel strongly about? The
tendency to fund major, multiple-
investigator projects at the
expense of single investigators (or
small groups) is troubling. By the
lights of my field I’m a quasi-
theoretician, and the process of
opening up some abstract theory
space requires a sort of
concentration that can only be
sparked by very personal curiosity
and an ambition to understand, at
least for me. And even for
observational work, there is a
certain innate joy in building data
so as to form hypotheses, that is
not so easily shared and that can
drive creative work. Of course
some problems clearly require
many collaborators and the morale
of teams is certainly a positive
thing, but still I worry about
preserving small science, which
has much to offer.
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Stem cell tensions mount
The US has been a major battleground amongst legislators coming to
grips with the issue of embryonic stem cell research but the issue is
reaching new heights in Italy. Nigel Williams reports. 
Controversies surrounding the
use of human embryonic stem
cells in research show no sign of
abating. While Massachusetts is
the latest US state to sanction a
framework for such research this
month in the face of
considerable federal constraints,
other countries and legislative
bodies also show a varied range
of responses.
The European Union, in
particular, comprises states that
are poles apart on the issue, with
the UK and Sweden having in
place a legislative framework for
such studies, but other
countries, such as Italy, having
laws that prohibit almost all such
work. But the situation in Italy is
set to re-ignite, with a
referendum to try to overturn
current legislation.
The proposed referendum,
expected next month, aims to
challenge legislation introduced
last year by the conservative
government of Silvio Berlusconi,
severely restricting any
possibility of human embryonic
stem-cell research. The law does
not allow the production of a
child in vitro with sperm obtained
outside the couple; no more
embryos than will be implanted
may be produced with a limit of
three; no diagnosis on an
embryo before implantation is
allowed and one may not
produce children at an advanced
age or after the death of a donor.
The challenge to this
legislation under Italian rules is
that of the popular referendum. A
small radical party presented last
spring a request for a
referendum overturning the
entire law. Four other referendum
requests were made to obtain
partial revocation. For a
referendum to be granted half a
million signatures are needed to
validate each request. The initial
response was modest but by the
summer, the leading opposition
party backed the referendum
calls and helped muster well in
excess of 500,000 signatures for
each referendum request.
But this success has triggered
a challenge to the referendum
from the powerful Catholic
church amid growing concerns
about its tactics.
Italy requires a 50 per cent
turnout for a referendum to be
valid and polls indicate that the
majority would support repeal. In
March, one poll indicated that 68
per cent of Italians would be in
favour of human embryo
research for therapeutic means. 
In the face of such apparent
support, the Italian Bishop’s
Conference has told priests to
instruct their parishioners to
boycott the referendum. And the
Catholic establishment is also
thought to be encouraging
Catholic political leaders to make
public statements against going
to the polls. The possible
scheduling of the vote in June
when many schools are closed
and many people will be on
holiday, is seen by some as a
tactic in response to Vatican
pressure. “Morally, the church’s
strategy is shameful,” said
Francesco Antinucci, a senior
researcher in cognitive sciences
at the Central Research Council
and lecturer at Viterbo
University. “Instead of telling
Catholics to vote ‘no’, it tells
them to sabotage a democratic
function — political pragmatism
worthy of Machiavelli.”
But the Catholic church is well
aware of previous efforts to
influence referendum outcomes.
In 1974 a referendum for the
abrogation of the law on divorce,
and in 1981 a referendum on the
abrogation of of the law on
abortion, were both promoted by
